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Abstract
Number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 exceeded 5 million as of May 21, 2020.
Global average of the case fatality rate of COVID-19 is about 7% so far. There exist variations in case fatality
rates among countries. Particularly, Singapore and Qatar have exceptionally low case fatality rates with
0.1% while France’s rate is almost 20%. Since no magic bullet treatment for COVID-19 exists, we
investigated SARS-CoV-2 strains specific to Singapore in this study to identify a clade with low
pathogenicity. Variant analysis revealed that a clade with variants ORF1ab L3606F, A4489V, S2015R,
T2016K, and N P13L is common in Singapore. Based on our analysis of variants and historical case statistics,
the clade is dominant in a recent surge. Therefore, we suggest that low case fatality rate of Singapore
possibly is attributed to the clade. Although contribution of each variant to the low pathogenicity is not
clear, L3606F alone does not accomplish such low pathogenicity from the comparison with case fatality
data from Japan, where L3606F is dominant. Further investigation is necessary to conclude to validate this
finding.
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Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by a beta coronavirus strain, SARS-CoV-2, was first
discovered in Wuhan, China in late 2019. The virus quickly spread throughout the world in early 2020.
With slight delay from China, European countries were seriously affected. Especially, United Kingdom,
Italy and Spain were hit hard. As of May 21, 2020, over 5 million confirmed cases worldwide have been
reported and the death toll has exceeded 330,000. The United States is leading in both number of cases
and death toll. Social distancing and other measures have proved to be effective and cases in United States
appear to have subsided. Now, cases in Russia, Brazil and India are increasing.
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It is reported that the virus can transmit before the on-set of the symptoms1. In serious cases, patients
develop acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)2,3. About 20% of confirmed cases are serious and 5%
are critical4. Older patients with comorbidities such as hypertensions, obesity and diabetes have high
fatality rate5.
As the viral genome accumulates mutations, low or high pathogenicity strain might emerge. Quick
identification of high and low pathogenicity strains is critical to make policies for lockdown or resumption
of economic activities. In this study, we focus on identification of low pathogenicity strains from genomes
and case fatality statistics.

Methods
A scattered plot of number of confirmed cases vs number of deaths by countries is drawn to elucidate
case fatality rate as shown in Figure 1. The data was downloaded from Our World in Data
(https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus) on May 14th and cumulative data on May 13th was used for the
plot. For each country, color was assigned to indicate case fatality rate.
Figure 2 shows the result of the variant analysis performed for genome samples from Singapore. Genomes
were downloaded from GISAID6 on May 1st, 2020 and analyzed using the method7. First, genomes were
aligned to the reference genome NC_045512 using EMBOSS needle8. Then, differences with the reference
genome were extracted and annotated into different variant types such as missense, synonymous, noncoding and deletions.
To estimate the number of cases of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R in Singapore, we used the
collection dates of genomes and historical numbers of confirmed cases. For each date starting January
15th, we first estimate the proportion of the clade and other clades using kernel density estimation with
Gaussian kernel as shown in Figure 3 A. Then, we estimate the number of confirmed cases from the
proportion and the number of confirmed cases for each date between January 15th and May 13th as
illustrated as Figure 3 B.
Using genomes with ORF1ab L3606F variant, phylogenetic analysis was performed using BEAST9 as shown
in Figure 4. First, alignment of 1071 genomes was performed by MAFFT10 followed by BEAST analysis
using collection dates with the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano mutation model11, strict clock. Each genome was
colored by country, and variant statuses of P13L, A4489V, T2016K, and S2015R were shown in the binary
heatmap next to the phylogenetic tree.

Results
As seen in Figure 1, Singapore and Qatar have exceptionally low case fatality rates with numbers of
confirmed cases exceeding 10,000. While France has case fatality rate of almost 20%, these two countries
have less than 0.1% of case fatality rates. Since ethnicity background is quite different, it is not easy to
directly compare these numbers. However, we assume that not all but part of the difference attributes to
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the strain differences between them. Because Qatar has only two genomes available, we focus our
analysis on Singapore, which has 71 genomes.
Variant analysis revealed that L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R is common in recent surge in
Singapore as shown in Figure 2. Interestingly, we estimated that this clade is dominant in Singapore. In
our estimate, 10721 out of 11001 or 97% of confirmed cases in Singapore belongs to the clade. Even if
assuming all the deaths after April 1st attributes to the clade, the case fatality rate is 0.1%.
The phylogeny analysis is shown in Figure 5. P13L, A4489V, Y789Y and T2016K emerged suddenly among
Singapore and Australian samples. Some Singapore samples do not have S2015R variant as well as samples
in Australia. Since L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K clade is observed in Australia earlier,
L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade might have evolved from an Australian strain.

Discussion
Low case fatality rate in Singapore might attribute to differences in sampling or false positives in RT-PCR
tests12. However, country like Korea is also performing comprehensive testing and still difference in case
fatality rates is clear. Also, underreporting deaths can be another possibility.
Ethnic background can vary in Singapore and many migrant workers are infected.
Smoking habit is another factor needs to be taken into an account. Although Singapore has strict smoking
policy, male smoking rate is 28% in recent survey13. Therefore, smoking habits play little role in low case
fatality rate in Singapore.
Sampling of genomes might not be uniform enough to represent entire country.
Contributions from each variant is not clear. Whether S2015R contributes to the low pathogenicity or not
can be revealed by analyzing Australian cases of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K clade.
We have used case fatality is surrogate to pathogenicity in this study. However, Singapore has low
serious/critical cases as well. Therefore, this clade is not limited to just low fatality rate but overall acute
pathogenicity. Long term pathogenicity needs to be evaluated carefully.
Further investigation is necessary to validate the finding. Once it is validated, live vaccines can be
developed from the strain and regions where the strain is prevalent, economic activities can be resumed.

List of Abbreviations
COVID-19
GISAID
PCR
SARS-CoV-2

Coronavirus disease 2019
Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data
Polymerase Chain Reaction
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
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Figure Legend
Figure 1. Plot of number of confirmed cases vs number of deaths by COVID-19 by each country. Dark red indicates
high case fatality rate while yellow indicates low case fatality rate as seen in Singapore and Qatar.
Figure 2. Variant analysis of Singapore samples.
L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R forms the largest clades.
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Figure 3. A. Histogram of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade cases and all other cases in Singapore. The
probabilities were created by density estimation with Gaussian kernel. B. Histogram of historical cases data in
Singapore and estimate of number of cases of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade cases and all other cases
for each day between January 15th and May 13th, 2020.
Figure 4. Phylogeny of genomes in L3606F clade. Each genome was colored by country and variant statuses of
P13L, A4489V, T2016K, S2015R were shown in the binary heatmap. L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade in
Singapore forms a distinct cluster.
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Figure 1. Plot of number of confirmed cases vs number of deaths by COVID-19 by each country. Dark red indicates
high case fatality rate while yellow indicates low case fatality rate as seen in Singapore and Qatar.
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Figure 2. Variant analysis of Singapore samples. There are various clades in Singapore.
L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R forms the largest clades.
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Figure 3. A. Histogram of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade cases and all other cases in Singapore. The
probabilities were created by density estimation with Gaussian kernel. B. Histogram of historical cases data in
Singapore and estimate of number of cases of L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade cases and all other
cases for each day between January 15th and May 13th, 2020.
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Figure 4. Phylogeny of genomes in L3606F clade. Each genome was colored by country and variant statuses of
P13L, A4489V, T2016K, S2015R were shown in the binary heatmap. L3606F/P13L/A4489V/T2016K/S2015R clade in
Singapore forms a distinct cluster.

